
 
 

 

 

Dear American Academy of Strategic Education Family, 

 

As we begin a new semester, I would like to wish everyone a very Happy New Year. I hope that you and your family 

enjoyed the time together during the holidays creating lasting memories. I also hope that you were able to relax 

and enjoy the spirit of the holidays. 

 

As we celebrate the new year, it’s always great to reflect on the past year. We have had numerous successes here 

at the Newport Mesa Academy. Each month students had the privilege of having a local community members 

present to them about being a contributing member of society. These individuals shared their occupation and 

interests to help our students relate the real world to what they are learning at the academy. Mr. Lucus spoke to 

our students about entrepreneurship, Master Shi from Orange County Shaolin Kung Fu Center presented Kung Fu 

lessons with meditation, Yan Lieser spoke about journalism,  and Cambridge Music and Arts gave a wonderful 

musical performance and had our students play a few instruments. These in-house presentations give our students 

a wonderful opportunity to experience our local community right here at the academy. In addition, our field trips 

to Mission San Juan Capistrano, Nixon Presidential Library, Segerstrom Performing Arts, and Clark Interpretive 

Center were a wonderful way for both academies to gather together and have hands-on experiences from 

docents. Students were engaged, excited, and actively learning in and out of the academy. 

 

The new year also gives us an opportunity to move forward and start anew. Being able to look towards new 

possibilities and finding ways to improve help us grow. Encourage your children to have a fresh plan for success. 

Help them continue and build stronger relationships with family and friends. Reach for academic success with 

Acellus and Essential Discourse projects. The Spring semester requires the same level of focus and preparation, if 

not more, as the Fall semester. 

 

Please take a moment to take our Summer Camp survey - coming soon. The information you provide is extremely 

helpful to ensure American Academy of Strategic Education meets all children’s needs. Your input helps us set a 

course for success. In addition, I sent an email asking for your input of what things American Academy of Strategic 

Education does well. Your responses will greatly help the academy build on its strengths. If you have any questions 

regarding the survey or email for input, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

 

Spring 2020 – Newport Mesa 



I would like to encourage families to take advantage of the new Friday electives. Children are able to be global 

travelers by joining in the fun and learning as they experience a new country each week. Students are given an 

American Academy Passport and it is stamped each Friday as they experience food, culture, and life style from all 

over the world. An opportunity to be culturally proficient is an opportunity for endless possibilities.  

 

May the new year bring all that is good for your family. May your family experience new opportunities that bring 

smiles and lasting memories. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Roman Fernando 

Executive Director, Newport Mesa 

 

 

 

 

In Kidspot we have had a busy few months. We have been working on reading, comprehension, writing, math and 

science skills. While memorizing sight words is currently underway, students can repeat and comprehend stories. 

They listen, understand, and relate. They can recognize syllables, have mastered rhyming, and have learned 

beginning and ending sounds. Writing skills are developed through our daily calendars and in our classroom 

journals. In these calendars and journals, we review previous lessons as to keep children practicing their skills. 

 

Students have achieved a lot in math. We have gone from identifying numbers to sequencing to compare to 

addition less than ten. First grade has accomplished addition by tens as well as 1-20. All grades can graph, including 

graphing with candy corn! Science has been exciting as well. We have been learning about matter. We can identify 

hot vs cold, soft vs hard, as well as shapes, size and texture. We experimented with water, ice and air; learning the 

three states of matter and how molecules move.  

In social studies we continue to travel all around the world! In October, we visited Mexico for the celebration of 

“Dia de los Muertos”. During the month of November, we learned about Turkeys, discussed things we are grateful 

for, and learned about Native Americans and Pilgrims. We also had a “Friendsgiving”, where we shared some 

family favorite recipes with each other and had a chance to try them out! We enjoyed so many new recipes and 

fantastic foods. In December, we learned about were playing the dreidel game for Hanukkah, made candle wreath 

crowns as in Sweden, and celebrated the spirit of Christmas and the various traditions that go along.  We 

discovered Boxing Day in the United Kingdom, and learned about Sinterklauss, or Saint-Nicolas in the Netherlands. 

We also had some “Grinch-y” fun and we wore our PJ’s for Polar Express Day. We rounded out December learning 

about Gingerbread, engaged in gingerbread Science and STEAM challenges as well as fun gingerbread crafts and 

activities.  As the new year begins, we will continue to learn, try new things, and have fun in an engaging 

environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

Kidspot!  



 

 

 

 

 

Art Club  

Students in our Art Club are enjoying the creative space that this club provides. Students have utilized their time to 

create original drawings and independently study different artists and artistic styles. 

 

Logic Club 

Students who like to solve challenging puzzles, love our Logic club. Students have worked through packets 

together to solve a variety of logic problems that engage multiple subject areas including math and language arts. 

These logic problems appear in a variety of forms including word problems, number and pattern sequences, and 

hypothetical situations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coding Club 

 

Several students in our Coding Club are working collaboratively to learn coding. The more experienced students 

are passing along their knowledge of beginning coding basics to the less trained students. Using Flowlab as their 

application of choice, they are working to make their own video games. 

 

Production Club 

 

Students in our Production Club are exploring the field of video production. They are creating mini-movies. They 

are enjoying script writing, directing, acting, product placement, technology integration, and editing. Students are 

being creative and exploring the visual arts by using technology such as video cameras and iMovie.. Students have 

incorporated their experience and knowledge gained from the Production Club into their Essential Discourse 

projects. 

 

 

Club Hub 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Essential Discourse 1, 2 & 3 

 

The Case of the Missing Diamond Maker 

“The Case of the Missing Diamond Maker” was a science project that helped students make inferences based on 

observation to create conclusions. Students looked for clues to create a case as to who stole the diamond. 

Students were able to collaborate with each other to formulate arguments based on data. Afterwards they 

presented their case for a trial to ensure the correct person was apprehended.  

 

Solar System Project 

Students created a model of the Solar System using beads and string reinforcing concepts students have 

encountered in terms of scale and distance and the way models assist us in understanding.  After learning about 

the Solar System, students selected a planet or moon in our Solar System to research and created a Tourism 

Poster. unit. Essential Discourse 1 students capped their Solar System project by creating a hand-drawn space 

tourism poster.. Essential Discourse 2 and 3 students  created their space tourism poster using computer software 

like PowerPoint or Microsoft Paint. 

 

 

Essential Discourses 



 

 

Sound Waves Project 

ED 1 Students tested three materials: string, wire (coatwire), and copper wire to determine which material 

transmits sound best. Students then used the chosen material and two cups to construct a telephone.  Students 

tested their phone by transmitting a “secret message.”  Students used a Slinky to create transverse and 

longitudinal waves. Students observed and recorded wave characteristics.  Students observed and identified crests 

and troughs of waves.  Students also observed and  identified wavelength and amplitude of waves.  Students then 

used their knowledge of waves to create musical instruments out of straws, craft sticks, and rubber bands. 

 

Shake and Break: Earthquake Simulation Project 

Students look at essential questions: How can we use a seismic table to demonstrate the behavior of different 

building structures during an Earthquake?  How can we measure the damage inflicted upon structures during an 

earthquake? How can we assess the damaging effects of an earthquake when the houses rest on different types of 

geological foundations?  Students also researched Earthquake safety and created a Public Service Announcement 

(PSA) incorporating all of the information they learned throughout the project.. Students chose either a video 

announcement, a PowerPoint presentation or a tri-fold brochure. Required content and length was varied by 

Essential Discourse  level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Essential Discourse 1 Math 

Students learned how games are designed around mathematical theories such as inverse relationships between 

addition and subtraction, finding sums and differences of two whole numbers and up to three digits. Students 

utilized mathematical reasoning such as estimating to check the accuracy of their calculations and made 

predictions based on previous problems. 

 

Students learned to use a calculator and to compare their worked out problems with that of what was entered into 

a calculator. Students came to realize that a calculator can not always be trusted for accuracy for simple errors of 

inputting wrong operations would result in an incorrect answer. 

 

Students were able to create their own games based on math concepts learned such as inverse operations of sums 

and differences. Students created rules, instructions, and utilized manipulative such as dice to create their own 

unique game.  

 

Students worked on spatial reasoning based on geometry and learned the concept of unit-price. They were tasked 

with finding the right aquarium for the right fish. Children learned how to use volume formulas for a rectangular 

prism and applied multiplication of numbers. Students choose their fish for the aquarium based on cost and tank 



capacity. Children used ratios to create a scale drawing of their aquarium. Students shared their aquarium through 

a poster presentation.  

 

They also completed their Design an Aquarium Project. Students created a name for the aquarium as well as a 

logo. They will choose which fish and accessories they want in their aquariums, then used graph paper to draw a 

scale model of their aquarium’s design.  They calculated how many gallons of water each tank will hold and 

assigned their favorite fish to a tank. At the conclusion of this activity, students created a poster of their aquarium 

and will present their aquarium design to the class.  

 

 

Essential Discourse 2 Math 

Students learned the importance of creating a family financial budget. Each student blindly chose a “family” card 

that provided them with information such as occupations, number of family members, and salaries. Students made 

choices regarding homes, cars, phones, internet, and other expenses. Students were required to calculate costs 

and make decisions as to what would need to be cut to balance the budget. Students presented their budget to 

their classmates.  

 

Students completed the Travel California: Ratios/Rates Project. Students planned a California vacation that 

highlights some of California’s greatest features while sticking to a budget. Students created a travel itinerary and 

computed the lodging, car rental, gas, entertainment, and food costs.  

 

Students started the Geometrocity Project, where students use their geometry skills to design their own city.  

Students utilize many types of geometric skills such as building nets to create architectural designs and structures. 

They also designed parts of a city with shapes, lines, and more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Essential Discourse 3 Math 

For the first project of the year, students learned to budget for an amusement park vacation after winning the 

virtual “Most Likely to Succeed in Math '' award. Students calculated travel costs, including hotel, food and gas, 

then adjusted those costs to make sure they spent their entire imaginary $4,500. Students then created a travel 

brochure to advertise their favorite amusement park and demonstrate the knowledge gained from the project.  

 

Students completed the Superhero Transformations - Families of Functions Project.  In this unit students  drew, 

constructed, and described geometrical figures and described the relationships between them, as well as solved 

real-life and mathematical problems involving angle measure, area, surface area, and volume of cylinders, cones, 

and spheres. Students used physical models, transparencies, or geometry software to understand congruence and 

similarity 

 

Students also started the Combating Poverty & Microloans - Ratio Proportion and Percent Project. Students 

started with the "If the World Were a Village" project -- using proportions, ratios and percentages, students using 

authentic statistics to shrink our entire population down to 100 people. If proportions were the same, who would 

be in the village? Students discussed some of the most surprising findings. Then in the "Fair Trade" project 

students looked at price differences between products that are certified fair trade and those that are not. They 

calculated the percentage increases and discussed: Is Fair Trade worth it? Next, was the "Micro Lending" project, 

students evaluated four applicants for a microloan from around the world. They determined monthly payments 

and when to pay off the loan. Starting with proportions, this started the students on their path to thinking about 

break-even points and linear equations in a practical context. At the conclusion of the project, using the 

mathematics similar in the activities, students select an applicant on kiva.org that met their requirements for 

receiving a loan. The students presented their virtual candidates to the class. 

 

English-Language Arts Essential Discourse 1 

For our first project, students completed an author study report. Students chose a fiction writer who has written at 

least two or more books. They researched their author and wrote two paragraphs about the research they found. 

Afterwards, students created a magazine cover about the author that included photos.  

 

Our second project included writing a short report on their favorite book, writing a fan letter to the author, and 

building a 3-D model of an important scene. Students answered questions in complete sentences such as: What 

happens in the book? Who are the main characters? What did you like about the book and why? Students 

constructed three-dimensional models which included setting, characters. Students had a chance to present to 

their classmates about their three-dimensional model. The culmination of the project was writing a fan letter to 

their author which had the basic components of a letter such as: greeting, body, and signing. Each of the project’s 

stages went through revisions and edits to help students improve their work. 

 

For Project 3, students had the choice of retelling their favorite fairy tale with pictures, writing their own original 

fairy tale, or writing a short report on a mythological hero, god, or creature. Students generated ideas to write 

their own fable, and then turn their ideas into a book. They were able to incorporate morals into their project. 

Students had a chance to share their fairy tale with the class.  

 

 

 

 



English-Language Arts Essential Discourse 2 

The students’ first project consisted of writing a biography about Edgar Allan Poe, an opinion piece on his story, 

“The Tell-Tale Heart,” and pretending they were an editor in the 1860s who is writing a letter to Poe on whether 

they accepted the story for publication.  

 

The students’ second project entailed students choosing their favorite book and creating a new book cover for it; 

in addition, they had the option of either re-creating a book scene as a movie storyboard or as a 3-D model.  

 

For project 3, students had the opportunity to choose one of the three following options: create a business 

advertisement that references mythology like the Midas tire company with the slogan, “Trust the Midas touch”; 

create a 2020 calendar with each month featuring a picture or drawing of a fable or fairy tale with a famous line 

from each one; or writing a short paper either comparing three different fairy tales or three different versions of 

the same tale. 

 

 
 

 

English-Language Arts Essential Discourse 3 

The students’ first project consisted of creating a magazine with a book review, a book fair poster, a Halloween 

activity, a comic, and an original story. Students were able to begin the book review process by analyzing Edger 

Allen Poe’s “Tell-Tale Heart.” They summarized the story, wrote what they liked and disliked, and if they would 

recommend it to a friend and state why or why not. Afterwards students enjoyed writing their own Halloween 

story or developing a comic strip. In addition, students had the opportunity to create a full-page advertisement for 

a fictitious book fair. Students created drafts and made revisions to improve their work. 

 

The second project included creating a new book cover for a favorite book and either creating a movie storyboard 

for a scene or a board game based on the book. Students had the opportunity to use creative skills and 

imagination as they researched one of their favorite books. Students were able to take key elements from their 

favorite book and incorporate it into a visual storybook cover or a movie storyboard. The ability to visually tell a 

story helps students summarize information and helps with comprehension. Revisions and drafts were completed  



to help improve their final product. This revisions helped students learn to improve their work and build on their 

successes.  

 

For project 3, students had the choice of researching different mythological points of interest and creating a set of 

postcards with interesting facts about them; filming an interview with either a fairy tale or mythological character 

from a script they wrote; or writing a short report on a mythological god, goddess, hero, or creature. Students 

worked on charter development and creating a setting. Students work on their drafts and submit it for review and 

later presented to their classmates their project.  With each stage of their project, students learned to review their 

work and self reflect on what things they did well and how to improve. 

 

 

Social Studies Essential Discourse 1 

Students learned about California missions, the gold rush, and the beginnings of the American Revolution. For 

project 1, students wrote a short biography of Father Junipero Serra. They also chose a mission to draw and write 

three facts about it.  

 

In project 2, students researched historical photos on gold rush campsites. Next, they drew a picture of what they 

thought their campsite would look like and then created a 3-D model of it. Lastly, they pretended they had $25 to 

spend on their gold rush trip and had to decide which supplies to bring along based on how much they cost 

historically and why they were important.  

 

For project 3, students had the opportunity to choose from the following options: write a short report on an 

important historical figure from the American Revolution and create a commemorative stamp for him or her; 

create a small magazine detailing colonial life including a recipe, how to make an item like candles, and what it was 

like to be a child during the 1600 and 1700s in America; or create a set of American Revolution trading cards, 

including battles, major events, and important figures. 

 

Social Studies Essential Discourse 2 

Students learned about the California missions, the Declaration of Independence, and the beginnings of the 

American Revolution. For project 1, students wrote a short biography of Father Serra and researched five recipes 

of the time era in California including Mission, Spanish, and Native American food  to create an illustrated 

cookbook.  

 

The purpose of Project 2 was to help students better understand the Declaration of Independence. After reading 

and discussing the document, students illustrated two sections from the Declaration.  In addition, they wrote the 

phrase each drawing represented.  

 

For Project 3, students chose from the following options: pretend you’re an important figure from the American 

Revolution and write three daily journal entries as that person; create a colony and write a 2-3 page paper 

detailing how your colony citizens lived; research an important event from the American Revolution and create a 

short video reenactment of it. 



 
 

Social Studies Essential Discourse 3 

Students worked on projects to learn about the California missions, the Declaration of Independence, and the 

beginnings of the American Revolution. For project 1, students pretended they were Father Junipero Serra writing 

a letter to someone back home in Spain detailing their accomplishments. Then they worked in groups to build their 

own mission.  

 

Project 2 consisted of students rewriting the Declaration of Independence for a modern-day audience so it is easier 

to understand; they had the option of rewriting it in their own words, depicting it in pictures, or recording a video 

for it. Then they completed a compare and contrast paper on two scenes from the musical 1776 and the HBO TV 

series John Adams.  

 

For Project 3, students could choose projects from the following options: Create a timeline of 6-8 American 

Revolution events in the form of Instagram posts (including a photo and text about the event); create a 

powerpoint or google slides presentation about one of the 13 original colonies; or a mini newspaper including an 

article on the Boston Tea Party, one on the Boston Massacre, and one comic about declaring independence from 

Britain. 

 

 

 

Spanish Immersion 

 

 

¡Hola Colega! ¿Cómo estás?....  Yes!! It is how Spanish class begins the day!! This semester has been a great 

adventure with Colega, our imaginary Spanish-speaking class dog and his friends. We finished 6 units learning 

greetings and simple conversation, and introducing ourselves. Some of our fun activities and projects included 

playing hispanic playground games, creating a birthday calendar, inventing an imaginary monster, acting out plays 

(Caperucita Roja and La Ratita Presumida), telling riddles, and cooking culturally specific foods.  

Spanish Immersion 



Routine and repetition as well as practice and reviewing previous lessons have been the key to remembering what 

we have learned. Every class we ended our lesson with a fun drill activity. We made from a paper fan to a banjo. 

These activities allowed the kids to increase vocabulary and promote conversation among the group. We have fun 

everyday!  

  

Culture is very important during learning a language, so we had a couple of parties to show Hispanic heritage to 

the kids. We celebrated Mexico’s Independence Day by listening to mariachis and cutting papel picado. We 

enjoyed Día de los Muertos festivities by making an Altar de Muertos and trying pan de Muertos and discussed the 

celebration of Los Posadas. 

  

The students did a great job this semester!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Innovations and Entrepreneurialism Elective 

Students have learned about preparing a resume in preparation for their first job. They have also learned about 

innovators like Bill Bowerman, who created the “waffle tread” we still see on Nike’s iconic footwear today. 

Students were also introduced to Garbology. Garbology helps students explore the concept of marketing in a 

surprising way; by digging through trash!  Students learn to categorize their research data into useful visualizations 

of demographic, geographic, and psychographic information. Also students learned about the concept of “going 

green” and visited a website that evaluates the toxicity of everyday products. Students looked up toothpaste, soap 

and shampoo that they use. Most of the products searched had low concerns for toxicity but found Prell had a 

moderate risk for cancer.. 

Friday Enrichment Electives 



 

 
 

 

Science Lab Elective 

Students have been exploring science concepts via activities such as creating oobleck (a non newtonian substance) 

and testing its properties. We inflated balloons using only vinegar and baking soda. We also made homemade ice 

cream in a plastic bag while discovering the thermodynamics of ice and salt. Student teams also investigated the 

properties of electromagnetism and created an electromagnet. With each experiment, students stated their 

hypotheses, tested their predictions, made inferences, and viewed results, and tracked data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Night at the Museum Elective 

In our Night at the Museum classes, students have been learning about fun historical events. The lessons have 

been focused on group assignments to engage students and encourage collaborative learning. Some topics we 

have explored included feudalism in the Middle Ages; comparing versions of history and the film about the O.K. 

Corral; and how the invention of barbed wire affected multiple groups of people in the American West. Students 

have also used the BBC’s Civilization’s AR app to learn about different cultural subjects around the globe.  

 

 
 

 

 

Journalism & Web Design Elective 

In the Journalism & Web Design classes, students have been learning about how information is presented. 

Students have been introduced to the importance of journalism, and also how to discern good sources which can 

also help in research for their other courses. In some activities, students are writing their own opinion-editorials 

such as “Why children should go to school” and “Why Dolphins are the best sea mammals”. They are comparing 

and contrasting news articles for media bias and how to format an article on the Wix platform. 

 

 

Deconstruction Elective 

Students work together to learn how technology works by deconstructing a wide variety of electronics that are no 

longer working. Students were taught how to safely use each tool. Students were required to show proficiency 

using each tool with the teacher’s supervision prior to being permitted to use the tool independently. They applied 

correct tools to their correct purpose in order to be safe while working. Students safely and carefully dismantle 

and examine each piece of technology. Some items they have deconstructed have been a record player, walkie-

talkies, a printer, wall clocks, a karaoke machine, a phone, and an XBOX 360. 

 



 
 

Culinary Arts Elective 

Students have been working collaboratively to prepare different types of food. First they read the week’s recipe 

and then do food prep, including remembering food safety tips they learned in class. Some items they have 

prepared over the last few months include apple pie, homemade pickles, sweet lemonade, pesto pinwheels 

pastries, and garlic bread. 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



          

 



 

 

 

 


